
SOUND PACKS , CL IENT & UPDATES

if you only downloaded the client you need additional sound packs unless you wanna create
& use your own sounds. Available Sound Packs:  Basic Sound Pack, Massive Side FX, Rotten
Edge

CLIENT VS SOUND PACKS

The client is the software engine for Kontakt 5 which contains all presets and fx settings for
each sound pack. However there are no sounds or samples included. Without any installed
sound pack you won't be able to load/play these preset  bt you can still  create custom
presets with your own sounds

The Sound Packs simply contain the samples. Nothing special but all the more important
since the sounds are the heart of the Massive Evolutions.

CLIENT UPDATES & NEW SOUND PACKS

If there are any updates or new sound packs you need to download the new client within
your account. You will be informed via our newsletter.

MISSING SAMPLES WARNING

The latest "Massive Evolutions II.nki" contains all presets of every current available sound
pack whether the sound pack is already installed on your computer or not. So the latter
causes a "Samples Missing" warning. In this case simply skip the warning by clicking "Skip

Missing" (see  image).  You  can  still  use  all
installed  Sound  Packs  without  any
limitations . Except the initial missing sample
warning you won' t get any other warnings. 

After skipping the warning you can save the
Massive  Evolutions  II.nki,  to  avoid  further
warnings  but  please  keep  in  mind  that  you
have to install the original client again when
installing new sound packs. It is also strongly
recommended to make a copy of the  Massive
Evolutions II.nki before saving/overwriting it!
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https://www.yummybeats.com/products/edm/dnb/dubstep/cinematic/kontakt/massive-evolutions-2-basic-sound-pack/
https://www.yummybeats.com/products/dubstep/dnb/edm/kontakt/rotten-edge/
https://www.yummybeats.com/products/dubstep/dnb/edm/kontakt/rotten-edge/
https://www.yummybeats.com/products/dubtsep/edm/drum&bass/kontakt/massive-side-fx-dubstep-synths/


If you have still any questions please contact us.

 Further info:  A sample based synthesizer  works different than a regular  synthesizer.
There  are  the  sounds  (samples)  and  all  the  individual  settings  like  filters,  envelope
generators, fx, lfo's, etc - which are stored inside the Massive Evolutions II.nki as groups. We
call them presets. So you always require both, the sounds / samples (from the sound packs)
and the Massive Evolutions II.nki engine.
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